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Election Issue
Before Senate

Amherst Jars
Bantams 22-8

Discussion in the Senate of the representation problem
could lead tonight to some drastic alterations in the student
governing body's constitution, according to President Roger
MacMillan.
Senator B.obert Brown, chairman of the elections procedures committee, is expected to disclose his group's findings
use as a party site, and the Dance. Committee hopes plans
on_whether.the campus voting process should; be revised.
;
outlined below will draw a larger crowd than usual.
Two other committee heacis |
assigned, to investigate the
representation issue will also
report tonight. Two Juniors, Only
Senator Arthur MelNulty is
.expected to propose limiting
Air Yard Attempt
\
to two the number of junior
After falling behind,. Trinity took to the air in a desperate
members from one fraternity.
effort to catch the Lord Jeffs, but a forth period tally by'the
Although no houses have
pesky Deaett squelched all Blue and Gold hopes.
more than two junior repre:
NOV. 4r-Editor Pt?ver KilThe teams battled evenly through a scoreless first quarter,
sentatives ori tie Senate, Mac- horn announced today the apbut in the second period Amherst unleashed a tremendous
Millan feels the possibility of pointment of 20 students
ground offensive that ended when halfback Steve Van rjort
such a situation shoud be pre- to the n e w s , sports, and
blasted to paydirt from the three.
vented. 7
business staffs of The Tripod,
will be given away as door
This is to encourage stu- Button Down Sounds will hold
BY JOHN MEYER
The scoring march moved
Representation of the inde- The new members include 13
in the Washington
prizes.
' ' .
dents to buy tickets early so forth
A
star-lit
ceiling,
Beams
of
84 yards and was highlighted
Fraternities Will.be permit- that the dance committee may Room. The group will sing pendent students -who make freshmen, three sophomores
by a 29-yard slam, off tackle pastel lights, and Lester Lanin
up neary half the student body and four juniors.
will set the tone for the Soph ted to reserve tables on the figure out suitable seating ar- everything from,, ballads to is not proportional. The indeby the unstoppable Deaett.
Additions to the news staff
modern jazz harmbnj-, with
Button Down Sounds
Hop Friday night. During the dance floor, with the rest of
Convert Fumble
admission being $1. per person. pendents have one senator include Malcolm Campbell,
intermission, a specialty man Mather: open for additional rarigements.
Amherst failed on a kicking will conduct a jam session seating and table room. A
A Freshman dance to the while a single fraternity, Al- John Chatfield, Douglas Craig,
Mather Hall Director; To- music of Chet McFee, will be pha Chi Rho, has five.
conversion attempt, but quick- with the famous bandleader. special checking system will
Robert Feinschreiber. John.
Dr, M. - Curtis Langhorne, ly converted a Bantam fumble
Price's Report
Heldt, Thomas Jones, William
allow couples to leave their mat said "The dance commit- held in Wean Lounge after
Saturday
of
.Soph
flop
weekwill try to explain tonight into its second touchdown halfThe committee on independ- F..-Niles, Charles Todd, Keith
tabes without worrying about tee has done an excellent job the song fest.
how the growth of personality way through the second pe end the football squad' with their pocket books and re- in all respects, and if the enThe football game at Wes- ent representation, headed by Watson and John Witheringjourney to Wesleyan, while
:
traits affects the life of a col- riod. ..
- ' .
joyment of the dance'is com- leyan will begin at 1:30 Satur- Senator Roy Price, -will also ton.
the soccer team will meet freshments.
lege student.
The Jesseemen dug in and Wesleyan he.re.
The entire faculty lias been parable to the amount of day, with, the Freshman soc- report and might . suggest a
Business and Sports
."Personality: Asset or Li- protected their • endEone from . Fraternity parties Saturday Invited to attend. Sophomore work done it will be a huge cer squad playing there at method of increasing his conTo the sports staff were
;
2:30: Friday. The varsity soc stituent's representation.
ability" will be the theme of the Amherst foot soldiers at will vary from Pajamp parties falass President Peter Sherin success."
added William Barns, Donald
At last Monday's meeting Papa, Frederick Pryor, Mythe second Freshman Sopho.- tempted ground invasion. Bat to Arabian Night bails..
He added, "I think tne dance cer team will meet the Wessaid response to'ticket sales
Senator Price called the Oct. ron Rosenthall and Frank
more , Advisory Council Lec- the resourceful Lawrence took
has been good. The price of will be a fine-way.tc initiate men hers at 2:30.Saturoay.
Door Pirses
28-29 United States National Sears,
Fraternities Romp
ture to be given by Sir. Lang- to the air and hit John Cheska
At the Soph Hop music -will tickets will be raised from the Washington Room and
home, professor of pbyshol- with a 17^yard scoring iheave. be piped throughout Mather $6.75 to $8.75 after four Mather Hall."
For Saturday night the fra- Student Association meeting
Named to the business staff
ogy. at 7:30 p.m. in Mather
The same duet clicked for Hall. Imported champagne o'clock Wednesday.
Saturday evening at 7:30 the ternities have planned a va- at Wesleyan "interesting."
were Richard Bernsteiu, MerPrice said he and three oth- rill Hunt, Leland Mover, DavAssembly Hall.
the two bonus points and the
riety of parties, some with
visitors sported a 14-0 half time
special themes.; Alpha Delta er Trinity delegates • to' the id Pyle and Kenneth Wiltsek.
Acceptable" Traits
lead...
Phi. will; have a sand party.in affair considered tha discusIn acquiring trails which
their basement, with a Calyp- sion of the role of tiu_- federal
Adept Tony
,
are coiisidered acceptable, Dr.
so band to complete the set- government in higher educaThe third period saw the
Langhorne will point out,
ting. Sigma Nu has signed up tion particuarly rewarding.
adept
Sanders
unlimbe'r
his
varied problems"" are faced at
'Lot of Hot Air'
the Impalas, a rock and roll
throwing
arm
for
an
attemptdifferent times during adolesband, while both Pi Kippa AlHis impression of a confer*
ed'
come-from-behind
air
ascence.
pha and Alpha Chi Bho will ence workshop on discriminasault. This resulted in Trintion . on campus was less enThe college • student should ity's only-score.
NOV. 1—The Cave has risen" ever, that the room serves also front desk of Mather Hall for have pajama parties.
Theta XI will have a band, thusiastic^ He called it "a lot
be told many of the difficulThe drive surged S3 yards, A sentimental Mather Hall as an assembly toll and tor ruses leaving at 11:30 a.m.,
and Ralph Stuart will play at of hot air on discrimination in
ties he will encounter in col- with Ken Cromwell, exploding Student Board today voted to many other all-college func- 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
:
lie might solve mem.
over from the one. The air christen the ground-level, glass tions.
The buses will make stops in St. Anthony Hall. Delta Phi general."
Spirits undampenec! by th.9
Though the conference was
will
use
"The
Untouchables'.'
route
was
also
used
la
notch
encasedsnack
bar
In
the
stu-.
New
York
City
at
the
Port
,
L
Sunday:
Entegtairanent
•
N o b l e traits - should fee
grJdder's loss - to. -Amherst,
worthwhile,-Price.
•
said
the
as
the
theme
for
their
party;
the
conversion
points
as
Sanddent
center'The
Authority's
Bus
Terminal,
The possibility of bringing
taught to each college stuThe Trinity Folksmgers are quality of the delegates from some 500 returnee Alumni
For many years a subterran- good, cultural entertainment Grand Central Station, and
dent, Dr. Langhornse.empha- ers hit Tom Calabrese.
offering
a special $2 05 ticket other colleges was lower than who descended on the campus
The Lord Jeffs, now In ean, watering thole frequented to thfe building Sunday after- East Side Airlines Terminal.
sized, not only-lor-.his own adto hear the Weavers sing at that of the representatives to Nov. 4 and 5 made this year's
vancement but also so that he danger of being overhauled, by campus late breakfast and noons was also discussed.
The rate for the one-way Footguard Hall, 159 High St., the national conference last Alumni Weekend one of the
momentarily
panicked.
Several members felt stucoffee sets. The Cave beneath
may be able to instill within
largest and most successful
A u g u s t . • . '•
.
Penalty Halts Drive
Hamlin- Dining Hall was aban- dents would pay admission for trip will be $3.50. No arrange- Sunday at 3 p.m. Tickets may
his own children the knowlever held.
be
purchased
from
the
FolkAlso
during
the
meeting,
ments
have
been
made
for
the
An Amherst fumble on. the doned-last June as construction entertainment which would
edge of these traits.
Alumni gathered in the fjeld
singers
Box
988.
(Continued on Page 2)
visitor's .35 gave the^Bantams on the , new building neared otherwise be too expensive for return trip Sunday, Nov. 27.
house at 11:30 a.m. Saturday
Following the lecture and an opportunity but a 15-yard completion.
the college to afford.
for a buffet luncheon; the
question period, Dr. Lang- penalty, forcing Trin to sur: Mr. Tomat said he is considgathering was serenaded by
The1 board reached the agree- ering good musical programs
horne plans to invite all those render the ball, eliminated
a quartet of ex-Trinites. The
ment
after
considering
the
reinterested to join him during final hopes.
that could include the Budareturnees then packed into
the coffee hour ; in Wean .The men from Massachu- sults of- a student ballot for pest String Quartet and noted
Trinity Field, overflowing onLounge in an informal discus- setts pushed to their third and names for several rooms in opera figures.
to the Amherst side.
Mather Hall.
'.•:•sion concerning his talk.
(Continued on Page 2)
He hopes also toprovide moImmediately following the
Heeded Popular Cry ,
game, a reception in Wean
Most students approved call- vies. The board decided-that
Lounge gave many alumni
ing the snack bar by its pre- art vintage and foreign films
their first glimpse at the redecessor's name, and the board would be appreciated more
cently-completed Mather Stuheeded the popular cry.
• than those playing at local theaters.
dent Center. At the same time,
Adjoining The Cave is a
they attended receptions and
•3 -D. Cards Coming1
lounge, also unnamed. The
parties at the various houses.
Identification cards will be
board, which, met with Dean
Friday night some 100 class
Lacy"and"Matiier- HalfDir'ee- available by Nov. 15, Mr Toagents assembled for a dinner
- tor Tomat discussed several" m a t s a l d - Each-student will be
in Hamlin Hall. The Class of
suggestions and hoped to agree i ^ i ^ e d to" pay a dollar • 1916 Award went to that oC
on a name during -their con- his card. He attributed print1930
signifying greatest suping
problems
to
the
delay
hi
ference Tuesday. .
port of the Alumni Fund by a
delivery.
That big room upstrais beclass graduating in me last
Board members Donaia Le.came the Washington Room, Stage and Bruce Hill were apten years. The Class of 1934
in memory of Washington Col- pointed to join Mr. Tomat at
Award, based on participation
lege. . Washington College? a. student center conference in
in all the classes, was won by
That was the name of Trinity New Haven Nov. 19.
the Class of 1910.
College from its .founding in
The Board approved a plan
Saturday, m o r n i n g the
1823 until 1845.
• '-•
of having chartered bus seragents met to discuss next
Several board members con- vice to New York City Wedyear's Alumni Fund, setting a
sidered calling it'.The.•Ball-' nesday, Nov. 23, the beginning
goal of $110,000. Last year,
room.
of Thanksgiving vacation.
the alumni raised ,$103,000, to
Mr. Tomat pointed out, howStudents may sign up at the
be used for raising faculty
salaries and increasing the
number of scholarships.
Theta Xi and Alpha Delta
Phi took advantage of the
weekend to hold alumni'meet'
ings. TX met in Elton Lounge
while AD had a meeting and
.. On Saturday night, Nov. 12, doin Bempsters, the Dai'tdinner in the Student Center.
of
Nursing
will,
work
with
the
impressive majority in
By JOHN STAMBATJGH
the walls-of-the Mather Hall mouth Injuniers and the MidOther events marking the
Senator John F. : Kennedy Connecticut for either party Trinity Republicans?'
ballroom will echo some well- dlebury Dissipated-8's'.
weekend
consisted of a varsity
could
be
influential.
With
the
will
speak
in
Hartford
today
The
Young
Republicans
have
known collegiate vocal sounds.
Each performance is schedsoccer
gamewith
Amtierst on
state's
balloting
entirely
me•at-12:45
in
the
last
phase
of
arranged for a television set
, The program, cal'ed the uled to last about fifteen minchanical, -returns may well be for tomorrow night. Alan Friday afternoon (Amherst 3.
his campaign. •
utes.
Button Down Sounds, will feaA-delegation of at least 50 the^first in the nation com- Coyne '62, vice president of the Trinity 2) and the Jesters
Before the program each
ture nine singing groups' from
performance of Shakespeare's
Trinity
Students for Kennedy pleted and couH affect the
schools representing < every group will be served dinner will carry signs and wear i late voters in the Far West. organization, said all students Loves Labor Lost on Friday
are
invited
"to
watcih
the
re1 :%
New England state and New and entertained by a ulfferent
-••---•- '-•—
Seventy-five to 100 Ken- sults during the all-night ses- and Saturday nights. The Jesskimmer hats during
his apYork. -The show begins at fraternity. Through the co- pearance at the Hartford nedy supporters are expected sion Tuesday in Wean Lounge. ters presented their play to_
operation of the houses', the
7:30 p.m.
capacity crowds.
to work at the polls tomorrow
Times portico.
Trinity's own Pipes are the only expense of the Pipes will
and
in
a
door-to-door
canvass
Kennedy's speech in Hartsponsors and hosts of the in- be , the -transportation and ford is only one part of the to encourage votes for the sentercollegiate * song fest, the lodgings for • the seventy-odd last day of his •• campaign, ator. Others will phone voters
first ever to be held 'r.eath the -musicians. These costs will be which will also ^vhirl him from Democratic headquarters
elms. Strictly non-coinpetitive, defrayed by the ?1 per person through Maine anfl Vermont and provide transportation to
the only purpose of the music- admission price..
and finally to a Boston rally the voting booths.
Expect Full House
ians is to further the appreciatonight.
OCT. 31—Dean Lacy told
All parties" must end promptYesterday members, of the
The Song Fest is ths result
tion of modern group singing.
Students for Kennedy eo* Democratic group rang door- the TFC tonight that permis- ly at 4:30 p.m.
of two years of .planning by chairmen Andrew Cantor '61
Many Are Octets'
The Medusa will - be responsion to hold Sunday parties
Although many of ihe con- several members of the facul- and George Will '62 said a bells on behalf of the Kennedy has fceeiv reluctantly granted sible for party supervision..
slate
in
the
district
of
Hartty
and
the
student
body,,
one
tingents are octets, some of
member of the Trinity group ford west of Summit Street. by the administration.
The IFC will be responsible
the distaff, factions con tain as of the original supporters be
n
T
^
T
is expected to represent the Others postered the candi- Replying- to_ an IFC letter for traffic congestion on Vermany as thirteen ^members.The fest
planners
„College
. * mon. ,the
Jspeaker's
L ^ . plat^ date's motorcade route to asking for permission to hold non Street.
that Lacy.
the song
will form.
The types of singing is mod- hopeDean
Othersh e there will b,s Hartford
from Springfield Sunday parties on the basis
become
an
annual
event
at
Sijigle entertainers should
Democratic S t a t e Central with welcome signs.
AWAITING THlilK uALL xo autioxi, VViH^m i. Bunnell ern four-part- harmony such Trinity.
of a successful probationary
as
the
Hi-Lo's
have
made
faCommittee members, local
period without them, Dean be hired instead of bands.
-felt, and Harold K. Vickery, right, step out of character long
mous.
.•'••'•-•
.
The Button Down Sounds is Democratic candidates and the
Republicans Sponsor XV
Lacy stressed the fact that the ' It was also suggested that
* «noug'i to enjoy a Coca-Cola. Their on-stage performances
Besides the Pipes, the'eight one of the ••highlights" of the official Kennedy girls.*
A
group
from
the
College's
IFC.'will be held responsible beer and wine be served inis Holofernes and the Curate, in Shakespeare's-"Love's La-- other groups to perform, are: Wesleyan Weekend. The busistead of liquor.
Both the Students' for Ken- Young Republicans will help for all fraternity, conduct
tour's Lost", along with the rest of the cast, drew enthusi- the Connecticut
C o l l e g e ness manager of B.D.S., Jack nedy and the Young. Repub- the GOP State Committee disLimitations
President Tansill emphasized
astic crowds to their four performances. The Jester's first, Chords, the P e a ii'rok e Perry, is expecting a full licans will campaign extensive- tribute -campaign literature
Several limitations were in- that parties be conducted in a
production of the year, directed, as usual, by George Nich- P.D.Q.'s, the Vassar :• Night- house of 500 for the. show. ly tomorow in a final Election for the Nixon ticket. Students cluded in the permisson.
quiet and orderly manner if
ols, was praised by the Hartford Courant and Times. For owls, the Wheaton Whims, the Tickets are presently on sale Day drive for votes..for their from St. Joseph College and
Parties are to be closed and the fraternities wish to retain
:
Hamilton.
Buffers,
the
,
Bowthe
Hartford
Hospital.
School'chaperoned,
in Mather-Hall.
- -.'••, ; candidates.
X
review, see "Aisle Say," page 2. (Photo by Heldt).
Sunday party permission.

BY DON PAPA
NOV. 5—Reserve halfback Alan Deaett of East Providence, R. I., paced a strong Amherst eleven to a 22-8 win over
Trinity before a 4,500 homecoming crowd today.
The smashing win was s product of Deaetfs inside rushes,
THIS SCENE MAY WELL prove historical-—as one of
quarterback Dave Lawrence's effective passing and a superior the last Trinity dances held away from the college. The
and unyielding Amherst line.
'
Sophomore Hop this Friday will inagurate Mather Hall's..
Deaett, personally accounting for 169 yards, in 22 carries,
continually poured through gaping holes in the Trinity forward wall.
• ' • ,.

20 Students
Named To
Tripod Staff

Lanin MeadsSophHopBill;
Wesley an Ga me $afur day

Langhorne \
To Lecture

Student Sentiment Restores
Gave, Washington College

Grads Back;
AttendGame
Receptions

Kennedy Due In Hartford;
Students Will Participate

Between Scenes Coke

Trin Pipei Will Sponsor
Nine-College Concert

Sunday Parties Allowed
With Many Limitations
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'Aisle Say
love's Labour's Lost' Excelienf

Election Year Pembroke, Trinity
1960
Concert Reviewed
By John Henty

OOP Decline Studied

"off the cuff' barbershop
BY KBBBY TALLEY
Oct. 30—A soft, distant, and quartet choices.
During an interlude of vocal
elusive Kyrie, sung by ,the
Pembroke College Glee Club, m u s i c , Professs'or CJarencs
began Flor Peeter's "Missa hi Waiters, of the College music
Honorem Pads" which opened1 department, p l a y e d . Bach's
the vespers services in Chapel "Passacaglia and Fugue in C
Minor." Despite a raced eflast Sunday.
Following the opening sec- fect, Proessor Watter's arttion came an uplifting, and istry enhanced the intrinsic
yet, at tim«s a Soft Gloria. power and perfection of the
The wistful Sanctus pointed "Passacaglia.'
to the vocal grace attainted •' . i Faure 'Eequlcns'
by the Pembroke Glee Club.
This Trinity 1 and Pembroke
Contrasting with the beau- Glee Clubs combined forces to
tifully light Benediclus,, the sing Three Choruses irum the
Angus Dei rang forth with "Requiem" by Gabriel Faure
tones of "angelic" purity.
A growing force within the
music was amply conveyed
Organ, Choir Balanced
T h r o u g h o u t the entire and intermittently enhanced
"Missa" the organ was always by the Pembroke Glee Club.
within proper balance to the Walter Frey sang the bass
choir. It was also evident solo in the "Libera Me" in an
throughout this section that Impressively monumental and
a great degree o f precision loufl ending.
THie total effect of the Pemhas been mastered by the
broke-Trinity Glee Club ConPembroke Glee Club.
cert conveyed to the listener
Trinity's Glee CWb opened a sense that much effort-was
its solo portion of the concert employed on the part of Dr.
with Heinrich Sehutb's "Great Ron Nelso, director of the
is Our Lord," following this Pembroke College Gke Club,
selection.with Tonias de Vic- and Dr. Clarence Barber,.
toria's "Miserere Mei." Both Director of the Trinity Colcompositions w e r e executed lege Glee Club, towards the
with the utmost .amount of concert.
" ,t
strained effort.
STUDENT TICKETS
Soaring- Exuberance
Stjidents interested in tickRandall Thompson's "The
Last Words of David" ended ets to programs at the Bushthe Trinity Glee Clubs solo nell or tickets for dramatic
portion. The over all effect of productions in tihe Hartford
this piece was one of s&aring area should check with Miss
exuberance which pointed ta Curry or Mr. Tomat in Mathan effective balance between er Hall for information.
Student rates are available
the organ and the Gice Club.
in many cases and often, free
The jumbled choices of the tickets. Last week thirty free
Trinity Glee Club added a tickets were available for the
most jaring sensation to the Mark Twain Masquers fall proentirely too mediocre presenta- duction, several for the Harttions of the group. Whereas ford Symphony concert and
Pembroke's opening selection, 35 cent tickets for Jose Iturbi.
by it's very nature, gave a
The complete program for
unified effect, Trinity's three the 1960-61 season at the Bushselections seemed like three nell is now available.

and itpeople,
seems who
to mecan
thatwin
this is
many
As this
signs
column
around
goes
theto press
coun- the
try point to a Kennedy vic- our key. to the future."
Step With Times
tory, and there is every indication tftiat the various Dem- The third' factor responsible
EXECUTIVE
ocratic candidates in races for for the party's plight is, I
Editor-in-Chief
governorships and House and believe, perhaps the most funPeter T. Kilborn '61
BlanaEine Editoi
Seriate-seats will ride to tri- damental antf apparently tflie
William Kirtz '61
umph on the Senators coat- toughest to overcome. This,
Features Editor
Sports Editor
News fcditor
tails.
4
simply, is the G. O.'P.'s reJohn B. Henry '61
George F. Will 'S3
PSter Kemble '61
luctance on the vyhole to put
In
the
event
of
such
an
ocAssistant Editor
curance, the Democrats will forward candidates who are in
John E. Stambaugh '61
NEWS STAFF
be mbr<J deeply entrenched in step with the times and
Jeffrel R. Coreiy "Gl (art), Fred M. Dole '61 (photography),
Congress
than at any time changing needs of American
Marshal E. Blume '63 Richard Chang '63, Daniel Cotta '63, Wendall
since the high water mark: of society.
Guy '62, Martin Nickerson '63, Stephen Perreaut '63, Scott Reynolds '63,
David Sllton '62, Kirby Talley '63. Henry Whitney '63.
the New Deal in 1936.
The right wing Republicans
BtlSESJESS STAFF
:
Once again, the Republican and the more extreme "NeanBusiness Manager
Mgfo command will probably derthal" contingent project an
David A, Wadhams '62
Don Pine '62
Bruce McFarland '61
undergo soul searching and image which, ihas wrecked their
self-examination in an effort own political
careers and
to diagnose the cause of the which has been hard for proparty's declining fortune.
gressive party members to
II the G. O. P. goes down slough off. This state of affairs
to defeat again, its failure, I has cost the party very dearThe flaws inherent in the The Tripod recommends the
believe, can be attributed to ly.
present Senate representation following:
three factors.
system have become increas- 1. Elected One senator to
No Magic Appeal
ingly apparent. When, the sys- represent ea,ch social group of
Static Party
First, Nixon and Republican
tem allows five senators to 40 students or portion or mulIrving Ives, the, former Retiple
thereof.
The
senators
candidates in general have not publican senator from New
represent one fraternity but
should be chosen only by the
had the good fortune to latch York, has said, "Defeat of Reonly one senator to represent group they twill represent.
onto issues iwhich might hold
the much larger group of inde- Thus if.400 students were ina. magic appeal for the .voter. publicans can be ascribed to
pendents, it is time for a dependents, the independents
the inability of the party to
.In 1952, Eisenhower comchange.
would .elect ten senators, or
manded tremendous- popular- get together on a forwardTihe present system works one senator per 40 .indepenity, but also could attack the looking, liberal program. We
like this:
dents.
Truman record of corruption are moving forward in tihe
1
1. Each fraternity and the This proposal also has the
and conduct of the Korean country; We are ndt static.
independents nominate t w o advantage that each member
War. All-tune high prosperity Unless a political party recogseniors, who are then voted of a group will be more likely
and -an explosive situation in nizes that fact, that political
to know for whom foe is voton by the entire class.
the Mid-East combined to de- part is not going very far."
2. Three seniors-at-large are ing, whereas now, with indeliver a lopsided victory to Ike The debacle in the Congrespendents voting for fraternity
elected by the entire class.
in, 1956.
sional elections two years ago
3. Six juniors are elected by men and vice versa, many
This year, Republicans are clearly proved Ives right. Renominees
are
unknown
to
the
their class.
running in the face at an publicans everywhere faced a
4. Three sophomores are students who elect them.
economic recession 'and mount2. When the size of a group
ing concern over the[handling tough fight that year, but the
elected by their class.
is such that more than one
of foreign affairs. As Mck people on the right took the
This system seems equit- senator will be elected to repwould have it, roughly the most sensational drubbings. A
able at first glance. But it resent it, the. senators must
same set of circumstances spate of highly conservative
isn't, as a result of a fact of not, so far as possible, be in
formed the backdrop for the senators, including "Molly"
campus life evidently over- the same class. The object of
Congressional elections of 1954 Malone, John Bricker, William
looked when this election sys- this provision is to achieve as- Conrad van tfer Schroeff, as (Judy Holden) in the Jester's and 1958. In both years, tihe Knowland, and Chapman Revproduction
of
Love's
Labour's
tem was adopted. The tihree wide a class, distribution Prince of Navarre, makes a
party suffered heavy losses.
ercomb got the beatings of
seniors-at-large, the six juniors, among tihe senators as pos- play for the Princess of France Lost.
Can't Match Youth
their political lives.
and the three sophomores are sible. The Tripod's primary
Secondly, in many cases the
inevitably members of fra- aim, however, is to give each NOV. 4 — Cutting a long. terpart — the maid whose
In contrast, the champions
ternities, and represent their social group fair representa- farce liberally and judiciously, j stratagems drive the languish- G. O. P. has failed to match of the more liberal wing, such
ing
lovers
to
the
brink
of
selfin
its
candidates
the
highly
atJester's'
director
George
Nichhouses and not their class. tion; class representation is
tractive, young personalities as Nelson Rockefeller, ' Hatols tonight made excellent use de¥t ruction.
Who gets left,out? The inde- secondary.
field, Hugh Scott, and Kenpendents. Thus this seemingly The election system Is de- of the talent and space avail- Miss Holden, playing the im- advanced by the Democrats. neth Keating rolled up impresOUTSTANDING SELECTION OF 5TORM
pish
Princess
of
France,
comIn
Kansas
Nebraska,
and
able
'
in
delighting,
a
packed
fair arrangement has been cor- signed to .reduce fraternity
sive " Victories. . Granted, In
Alumni
Gym
with
Shakesbines
the
exact
measures
of
\
Iowa
in
1958
for.
example,
the
rupted by a combination of the politics to a minimum, and
COATS, CAR COATS & FIELD COATS
newly-elected Democratic some cases local issues or parfacts of campus life, fraternity give each group the represen- peare's Love Labour's Lost. frivolity and imperiousness the six
ticularly attractive personaliCongressmen
who
ousted
Refarce
demands.
Rosaline
and
NOW IN STOCK FOR YOUR APPROVAL
.
politics, and independent dis- tation on the Senate it de- Peter Fish, Conrad van der
publican, incumbents up for re ties played a roll, A large part,
organization. A better system Serves. We believe it will Schroeff, Judy Holden and the Princess, incidentally, and election averaged only 42 in however, of these results can
AnnFazioli are outstanding in fortunately, divert the spectashould be devised.
achieve this aim.
be attributed to the modern'
s tale of a king and his three tor's eye from the ineffectual age, versus 60 for their op- brand of Republicanism thev
ponents.
characterizations
of
co
menDUFFIR COAT
32,50
companions who find that Curepresented. • .
"j
pid, in the form of four French taunters Katherine and Maria. Governor Mark Hatfield, one
misses, ignores their solemn Two otiher players who do of the few Republicans to Apparently, many in the
KNEE LENGTH ALPACA
better than average jobs are
The Hamlin and C&ve tradi- from Snack Bar Lourge and oath to forsake temporal plea- Stephen Cool, as an amorous withstand the opposition, tide party cannot learn the lesson
two
years
ago,
put
it
tfliis
provided in 195S. Columnist
tions of walking off with sil- a fire department sign from sures, for academic seclusion. clown, and Betty Yankauskas,
COLLAR & UNING'
59.19
way; "Let's face it, we've had
verware and salt shakers are the dining room. Such signs
As Berowne, the witty .scep- playing the buxom, willing some turkeys, reactionary tur- David Lawrence expressed the
sentiment
of
many
in
the
of
immaturity
and,
worse,
of
still with us. Mather Hall Ditic who concludes, that tflie maid he pursues.
keys (in 1958). Race for race, right wing when he wrote that
BRITISH BUFFER COAT ..:
37.50 up
rector Tomat has Issued a blatant dishonesty, lead us to proper study of mankind is
partial list of missing items wonder how some members woman, Fish negates the me- David Curry is the only ex- it's the middle-of-the-road Re- year, "As sure as day follows
HIP LiNGTH WITH ATTACHED
which include eight large $5.25 of the student body will be diocrity of those portraying ception to the production's ma- publican ,in comunication with night, if the G. O. P. advertises its nominee as a 'modern
ash trays from the lounges, able to adjust to an Honor fellow suitors Longaville and jor fault, a flaw which plagues
ihree plasma magazine covers Code.
Dumaine. He is riotiously in- the play until the second act. not conscious of its direction, Republican" .the next time, it
ALPACA HOOD
..,.,
3?,9§
credulous as he observes his This is the-disconcerting habit and- the wiles of the ladies and wffl increase the stay-at-home
companions confess to the love of delivering every line as a the affectations of their suit- G. O. P. vote and elect a DemBRITISH REVERSIBLE BUFF1R COAT
4f^0
which they all forswore, and "throwaway." I understand the ors are carried to, but not be- ocratic presidential nominee.".
Barry G o l d w a t e r , chief
farcically believable as he' ra- actors raced through their as- yond the extent of their hu1
mor..
tionalizes that broken vow.
signments in E l i z a b e t h a n The forest set, designed by spokesman for the party's
BIRD CLOTH WINDBREAKiR
20.95
right
iwing,
has
often been
His
Best
Performance
from
any
sermon.
If
he
is
ever
times,
but
think
this
is
no
exTo the Editor:
Robert Murdock, is another cited by mossbacks as proof
perplexed,
the
chaplain
is
alVan der Schroeff gives the cuse to permit anything to be of the presentation's triumphs
Now that the Chaplain and
various writers to The Tripod ways willing to discuss ques- best performance of ihis Jest- lost in the tiny audience area over structure and space; it that a conservative can win.
have expressed their freedom tions with him. Enlightenment ers, career in the depiction of to which the Jesters play. Mr. would, be interesting to see his What they fail to realize is 1)
that the Arizona lawmaker
of speech, I think that our at- can also be found in the li- the visionary king twhose scho- Curry, cast as the theatrical efforts on a larger stage.
tention could be focused more brary or by consulting Messrs. lastic mein vanishes at the charatan Don Adriano De Ar- It is a little unnerving to possesses just what most of
on the many fine services Cherbonnier, Mauch or John- drop of a feminine eyelid. Sis mado, speaks each word as, if see the Jesters' audience, pro- his conservative Colleagues
Chaplain Thomas performs son. With these academic re best moment comes in a sol- it were written by a master. duction after production, com- lack, a warm and attractive
personality 2) he represents a
Nichols' Directing Talent
every day for the Trinity com- sources and a spirit of indi- emn and hilarious imitation of
posed of twice as many townsmunity in his pastoral work vidual inquiry on our campus a Russian as the suitors at- Nichols' talent as a director people as those connected with state with an unusual economic base — one based neither
and less on every word in his I cannot fear that Trinity's tempt to woo their ladies.
of amateurs is especially no- Trinity. I submit that the gualsermon. After all, pastoral religious life can be seriously Miss Fazioli, \yho cannot be ticeable in tihe scene in which ity of the plays and the. fea- on heavy industry nor to any
work is the main job this man contaminated, by a few re seen here often enough for the king and his courtiers dis- tured players her§ is ' worthy extent on fanning.- Since Ari- 24-26 TRUMBULL STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
zona's prime sources are light,
•was ihired to do here. Not only marks in any sermon,
this writer, repeats her sauqy guise themselves as Russians.
Clarence H. Barber. 1959 Tartuffe success as Rosa- A production succeeds to the of better support from both industry and. tourism; Goldhave I personally benefited
the faculty and the' student water doesn't have to take a
from the chaplain's generous
line, Berowne's female coun- extent that the spectator is body.
stand on many issues that afhelp but so have the extraTelephone JAckson 5-2139
fect other legislators.
curricular activities I am conThe
late
legendary
Boies
nected with. It is possible that
Penrose, ' boss
of Pennsylmy fellow correspondents can (Continued from Y&gq 1)
vania's great G. O. P. machine,
also cite instances where the final touchdown with seven
OPEN Monday through Saturday
once remarked, "When it
chaplain has shown a similar minutes left in the game.
The "All-Star for an Aftercomes to deciding between
concern for their own probnoon" Deaett found a hole off
losing an election and losing
lems.
left tackle and, after cutting
control of the party, lose the
One Hour Free Parking Next to Store
Any college man With the to his right, roared 15 yards By MALCOLM CAMPBELL ing the Second World War. Kinsella has especially taken election." ..
ability to ttftink independently to give Coach Jim Ostendarp's Whatever the outcome of to- Kinsella enlisted in the Ma- the reconstruction program
For years, the Old Guard has
can easily decide what he troops an 20-8 bulge.
morrow's battle of the ballot, rines, served as an aircraft ra- under his wing, giving it a hued to this line. But the time
wishes to accept gt reject
a Trinity alumnus (will succeed after the war as a staff ser- much needed impetus .
While Shopping With Us
Mr. Deaett Again
may shortly come when the
Mr. Deaett added to the the - late Russel Z. Johnston geant. Bonee served aboard a
Honored By Jaycees
wreckage
may
not
be
worth
mounting Amherst total by '16 to one ol the nation's old- destroyer in the invasions of
Bonee's effective work was controlling-, and there will be
crashing over the Trinity line est elected judicial! posts — New Guinea and Saipan and recognized with the 1955 Dis- no patronage to dispense.
judge of probate for Harkord emerged in 1946 a lieutenant tinguished Service Award, of
for the final two "markers.
•
.
•
.(Continiied from Page 1)
U-g.).
f
The game ended with Trin- district.
the Greater Hartford Junior
Adam Mott, president of the ity treating its homecoming The closely contested cam- John Bonee, who turned 34 Chamber of Commerce for
Pipes and Drums, received a crowd to the most amazing paign between Democratic Ma- last September, is married to "outstanding community serloan of $71.10 to purchase ad- play of the day. A heave from yor of Hartford James H.' Kin- the former Elaine Sheridan. vice." In 1957, he was given
ditional uniforms and equip- halfback John Wardlatv to sella '47 and former Republi- They have two boys and tKvo the iivst annual Trinity Colment.
George Guliano covered 50 can Councilman John L. Bonee girls. He received his LL.B. lege Club of Hartford Award.
yards
before Guliano was •'43 rivals that of the Presi- in 1947 from the Yale Law
Got Money Earlier
"Like father, like son" holds
He originally
requested swarmed under at the visitor's dential aspirants in voter ap- School and is1 presently a true for these two young men.
peal
in
the
local
area.
member of the Hartford law Kinsella's father and grand$371.10, but Senate Vice Presi- 30-yard stripe.
Jim Kinsella and John Bcmee
dent Robert Honish pointed
The loss dropped the Trin- are alike in many respects. firm Oif McCook, Kenyon and father were active in local politics as city assessor and Maout that the organization had ity record below .500 and made They are both sons of Hart- Bonee.
yor of Hartford, respectively.
been allocated ?300 during a next weeks tilt with Wesleyan ford and its public schools, are
Played Club Circuit
Bailee's father was a lawyer
meeting of the budget com- a "must" for the Bantams.
graduates of Trinity, played on Upon graduation from Trin- and served on the bench.
' A l l$if@s '
.;';•
t
mittee last May.
Line Must Improve
the same football team under ity, Kinsella decided to utilize
With regard to personalities
Lowering, his request, Mott
Capt. Tom Reese, Mike the tutelage of Dan Jesse, are
said the former president of Schulenberg and the incom- lawyers and active* civic lead- his talents as a singer and and platforms, the picture
pianist professionally before changes. John Bonee is an exthe Pipes and Drums, Ian parable and . crowd-pleasing ers.
going to law school. He beBawson, had not told him of Guiliano did their best to bol- Banged Heads Utsdeir Baa came so engrossed in night trovert at heart, possessing
10% CASH DISCOUNT ON ALL AUTO REPAIRS
great energy and charm. He
ster
the
outfought
and
inadethat allocation.
John Bonee came to Trinity club work that, if it had not
1
He said the group'had re quate Bantam line that must in the fall of 1939. He played been for Alexander Goldfarb displays a infectious confidence which is hard to resist.
cently been invited ti< partici- improve if the locals are to guard on.thei Bantam team for '46, then a member of the Jim Kinsella, equally energethave
hopes
of
containing
the
pate in a Nixon-lLodge rally
three; seasons _ and captained University of Nebraska (facul- ic, is .more conservative in
. - 24 HOUH SERVICE - O P E N ALL THE T I M E in New York and did not have surging Cardinals.
the swimming team in his sen- ty, KinseJla might be jousting manner, soft-spoken and attenThe "Down River" lads, fea- ior year. He was a member of today with Victor Borge in- tive.
sufficient attire.
Senator Robert Woodward turing tihe sensational outside Alpha Chi Rho, Medusa, Sen- stead ui John Bonee. At any
Both See Victory
suggested he get the funds running backs Tony Demiro ate, S. p . C, College Marshall rate he saw clear to his LL.B.
degree at Nebraska in 1952. So tomorrow the electorate
frorri the Republican National and Jim Thomas, blasted the and Junior class president.
Williams Purple 22-12 Satur- Jim Kinsella entered Trinity Today he is in a law firm witSi decides who is best suited for
' Committee.
the judgeship. Both candidates
Senator Frank Sears moved day, giving- Norm Daniels after graduating from Bulke- Goldfarb.
seem equally matched as they
ley High School in 1941. Bethat the money be loaned to Squad a 5-2 record.
Most Trinity fans consider sides football and swimming, In 1953 they were elected by elimb into the ring for the
t h e pipes and Drums, a profitSiRLIN TURNPIKE, WETHERSFIELb
inskinjj organization. Mott in- the. season a success if the he was active in the Jesters, their .respective parties to the eleventh hour struggle.
Jesseemen
are
successful
in
Hartford
City
Council,
Bonee
Sigma Nu and president of
Eaeh man has promised vigdicated that the mondy could
In ¥r&ni @f Herfferd M©f€f
• foe repayed easily within the Redbird hunting. But the Wes the: Newman club in 1946. He for his second term. They were orous reform in the probate
men,
still
stinging
from
last
both
interested
in
the
redevelrounded
out
his
political
.eneroffice.
Each
has
stated
that
. academic year.
Ralph DiLisio, Prop. — ATLANTIC PRODUCTS
Senator Seare's motion car- year's humiliating slaughter, gies in his senior year, being opment of the city and much the'court should be devoid ol
of their efforts can be seen in political spoils and each is
ried with three dissenting will be shooting lor a Victory elected class President.
and a 6-2 season mark. I
Both men saw service dur- ddWntown Hartford today. Jim confident of victory.
y o t f i S . . . • • ; ;
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Spanish Club Meets;
Geldfadden Elected

...It

Bold, Grey Scholars Go
Black's History 315

Independents Meet,
New Committee Elected

OCT. 3—The Spanish Club
elected Brucfe Goldfad?n president and Edward Waggoner
Independent
NOV. 2—Trinity independ-: The current
[s|,?jEver -since Dr.
Robert college,.
Secretary-rteasurer tvday at ents held their second meet- group owes its origin to
Fact is that scholars Davis its first meeting.
S^laclj's Canadian Histcry class
ing of the season. A steering group 6f juniors who felt Inl|ppend 'Its doors last Septem- and Hoffman have h^d a ongThe club's activities will con- cornmitte was elected to act dependents should hive a
jjljer, two
scholarly-iooking standing desire to learn more tinue with a meeting at 8 p.m.; as a nucleus for the group un- greater voice in cimpus activIJ|tujdent5.— one slightly gr-ay- about America's neighbor to today in Wean Lojrge. A til a more permament arrange- ities.
Jjffig^v'the other baidii\g—have the north and decided to audit panel discusssion will be held, ment can be established.
Reform* Needed
Jpolje-^pied front row seats right Dr. Black's class, Hist.&ry 315. featuring Gerald Dreiler, WilSeniors elected to serve The group will attempt to
Although both will have ac liam Cressey, Jbnh Swanberg were Raymond Slater and Mi- spearhead
pander the professor's nose. ,a drive for sbme rep
i^I'Llke the other men m Dr. cumulated a vast .siore of and Goldenfaden, all of whom chael Wechsler. Juniors, who forms which they feel arfe
jijpUa'ck's' class, they prty rapt .knowledge come exam tune, participated in the N.Y.U. constitute the majority - 01 the much needed Arid long overi
f^tttention, and keep i-uce with they unconditionally i;»ruse to "Junior Year in Spain" pro- newly 'founded group,
an
p, are due. While not becoming
y
"drganiz&tion," the independI the.textbook and outside read- preside over last minute cram gram last year.
.
Wendell
Roger Nelson and
ents hope to accomplish worth
iiing assignments. One 01 them! sessions or to take classThe meeting is open to the Guy. Sophomores included while goals which ckn only
kes copious notes while the j mates' exams for them. '
public, and all those interested Steven Yeaton and Laurence bfe achieved through some sort
Dawson.
%K__her3. as. students will, mere- '
are urged to attend.
Of framework."
§3y-doodles-on scratch paper
Committee Activities
Plans
for
future
meetings
JPjsrith his : pencil. Unlike their Stambaugih-Brownell Pledges ..
The committee will consider
include the annual Spanish what type of permanent struc•Eclassmates, however, they will
The Brownell Club has an'f'itot have to submti te tiie rig- nounced that these pledges Club movie, a showing of ture to devise for the group
|ors of libur tests and iinal ex- were inducted into club mem- slides by those'who studied and what immediate goals to
TODAY
in Spain and the peilnrmance
|amiriations.
bership Oct. 19: Bohdan Bal- of a one act Spanish play by persue.: The next open meetFreshman-Sophomore L e c ing
was
set
for
Thursday
fct
l!|;' The reason they can bypass ko, Walter George Burihskas,
ture Series, "Stage in the De6 p.m, in Wean Loun&e.
jffhese formidable hurdles is Edward Thomas Flynn, Peter the members.
velopment 6-f the Student's
yHtheir unique Status in th& Anthony Giorgio, William P.
Personality," W i s h i ngtori
ijclass;. each is a Trinity proies^ Halliri John Richard Hebel
Room, Mother Hill, 7:30 p.m.
|j|soT-turned Pupil. The mevita- and Sauver Italo intagliati.
Csffe* H6ur, Wean Lounge,
pjble rash of rumors circulated
Also: Timothy Walter J&hhMather
Hall, foUowiftfc lefeture.
'•' BtJ&DffifcS INTERVIEWS
p a s to what prompted -Df. Eu- son, Richard Lawrince Kroll,
" " C o m m i t t e e Room, MaKarl
A.
Hill,
Dean
of
the
fegene D&vis and Dr. Stephen Barnett Lipltirid, T h b n i r a s
,ther H«I, 7:15 p.m.
Th# Scandinavian Semin&r
TOHofimann to sit on the other Charles Marshall, Donald Ed- is accepting applications f6r Amos Tuck School of Business Senate, Senate Roftitt, MuTOM MUSANTE .SPEAKS for the a t left is moderator William. Sullivan. PropoAdministration
at
Dartmouth
• side of the desk. According to ward McCormick, Richard J. fits 1961-62 study .program in
ffler Hail. Til's p.m.
firmative, in favor of Senator Kennedy for nents for Nixon and Lodge, Professor Na\- one wag, the pair were, mak- Moore, Robert H.Parl&e, Wil- Sweden, Norway, Denmark College, and Dr. Nathaniel C..
TOMOftftOW
President at • the debate sponsored by. the1 thaniel Preston and Thomas Berger, preI j n g -up a history requirement liam Bernard, Peter C. Viri- and Finland, Graduates and Allyn of the Stanford Univer- Chapel, Senior Lay Reader
sity
Graduate
School
of
BusiAtheneum Society last Ifliursday. Seated at pare their rebuttal.
(Photo by Dole)
1 •'••'they had neglected to iulfill in cenzb and Gerald A. Winer.
rising juniors are eligible to ness will be on campus Friday N&al Haynie and Robert Bell,
participate.
to talk with students inteerst- 8 a.m.
THE
ca
jThe year abroad will cost ed in a business career. Ap- Navman Club, Sftnitc Room,
$1,480, including tuition, room, pointments should be made Mather Hall, S p.m.
Election' Returns. 6n T.V.,
board
and transportation fsom thrbugh the Placement Office,
: Guild Opticians
Wean
Lounge, Mather Hall,
IVY
PHOTOS
New York-to Copenhagen. "A
8
p.m.'
.
.
Resittings
.for
Ivy
isenior
Contact Lenses
Photographic Dept.
few scholarships and- loans
WEDNESDAY
portraits must be taken at the
will
be
awarded.
56 Pearl St.
85
G. Fox Hhotojceflex Studio be- Chapel H61y Commuhion
Participants in the pro- fore Friday. Proofs must, he and light breakfast to follow,
gram will take an intensive given to the Ivy by Nov. 18. 7:30 a.m.
trolled by committees, Mu- of inconsistencies. He added
By DOUGLAS CRAIG
•Cennedy.'s voting record on
course, in one of the Scandina- Seniors should designate theif
THE WASHINGTON DINER
NOV. 3—The dangers of a santfe expressed fear th&t the | Juemoy and Matsu as an exFEC. Senate Room, Mather
vian . languages and study choice pf poses. Photos that Hall, 7 p-m..
country, would have such an
Nixon
"Committeland"
were
175 WASHINGTON STREET
HARTFORD, CONN.
irtiple. Preston assemd that
Scandinavian culture.
shown- by Thomas Musante '61 administration under Nixon. Kennedy did not advocate
THUfeSttAT
do not make the deadline will
Good Food •". . . Good Service
Nixon's
Partisanship
Further information and ap- not be included in the yearChapel, ChSpel Talks, Df. this evening in the Opening
He concluded by pointing :heir defense in 195S, but
Steaks, Chops, Seafood — Always Qtiick and Courteous
plications may toe obtained book.
Vernbn Ferwerda, "Christian- speech of a debate at. Mather
out the evils of Nixon's ex- ihanged to the affirmative hi
.
.
•
from the Scandinavian Semiity and International Politics," Hall.
Plenty of Space and Free Parking
.958.
LOCKERS BEADY
8 a.m.
.
•• ; • •
nar, 127B East 73 St., New
The resolution of the debate, treme partisanship, claiming
Preston concluded by saythat
Nixon
could
never
work
Non-r.esident
students
may
Atheneum Society, Athen- sponsored by the Atheneum
York 21, N.Y..'•
successfully with the Demo- ing that Nixo« will • be "strong
now ootain 4 locker and a eum Lounge, Elton, 4 p.m.
Society,
was,
"Resolved:
John
Hartford National Bank and Trust Co.
in the democratic powers of
combination lock for us^ dur- . Independents Steering Com- Fitzgerald Kennedy should be cratic Congress.
persuasion and leadership."
ing ; the year.. The recently mittee, Open Meeting, W6an elected the next president of
Thomas Berger, first speakIn the following rebuttals,
Eleven Convenient Branched in Gre&t«f Haftofrd
completed locker room in Ma- Lounge 6 p.m.
the United States."
er for the negative, parried by :he negative faction emphather Hall has 264 lockers.''A
COMPUITB SKI
Musante described "Com- showing the "inconsistencies" sized Nixon's experience. ReFRIDAY
Serving Connecticut and families since 1792.
rental tee of $1 will be chargChap#l, Chapel Talks,- Dr. mitteeland" as an cidministra- in the Kennedy economic pol- lating Nixon's activities while
ed for the year. Miss Curry, Ferwerda, S a.m.
COM HOCKEY SBATES
tion of committees rather icy
ini office, the Republicans
AFBOTO WREATH
Varsity SOccer, Wesleyan, than a strong president.
He claimed that Kennedy closed their case.
Members of the AFROTC
Attended by 100
lias made no concrete statewill place a wreatfli at the home, 2:30 ^.m.
The affirmative
rebuttal
Speaking for the affirma- ment on his plans for the consisted of an attack on the
war memorial in the chapel Freshman Soccef, Weslftyan,
tive
were
Musante
.
and
Dr.
realization of the policy. Ber- drop in U.S.' prestige under
at 11 a.m. Nov. 13, tlie Sunday tway, 2:30 p.ni.
Trinity Review Society. Con- Robert Stewart of the mathe- ger received a round, of Re- the Republican administration.
nearest to Veterans' Day, Nov.
ference Room, Matfter Hall, 4 matics department. Their op- publican applause when he The debate closed with Dr.
11.
{Author oi "1 Was a Teen^J^f'',"the
Many
GiZ Fafiningtcm Ave.
-,
• . , ponents Were Thomas Berger pointed out that the Kennedy Stewart warning of tae danThe Brownell Club will pre- P.m.
Loots of Bobie GiUu;", etc.)
Sophomore Hop, Washing- 'S3 and Dr. Nathaniel Preston policy would lead to greater ger, in the past of a "hand
sent
its
flag
to
the
College
West Hartford
to hang in the i Friendship ton Room. Mather HalL 9 of the government depart spending and higher taxes.
picked" president.
ment.
p.m.-l p.m.
Chapel the same day.
Dick 'Talks Down'
A MODEST PROPOSAL
About
100
people
attended
\
SATURDAY
Speaking second for the af
the affair. Moderator William firmative, Dr. Stewart showed
Classes Cancelled
A movement is afoot—a shocking, startling movement—to
Varsity Football, Wesleyan, Sullivan '61 introduced the de- "amazement" at the rhetoric
CONNECTICUT PRINTERS INCORPORATED
bators.
OCT. 27—Hard work and inaway, 1:30 p.m.
solve the problem of overcrowded colleges by the simple expeof his opponent. Theq. launch
Button, Down Sounds, Wash- ' Musante, in his : opening ing an attack against the Nix tensive training paid off for
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
dient of refusing admission to women at coeducational schools!.
ington Room, Mither Hall, talk, attacked, presidential on "talks down" to the Amer the Atheneum Society's novice
It is argued (by- proponents of this plan, that in today's wdrld
Cs.se, Lockwood & Bzainard Letterpress Divisioh
leadership by \ a " f a t h e r ican people.
debaters as they won their
7:30 p\m.
a college education is absolutely essential for a man, "White for !
third of four initial intercolKellogg & Bulkeley Lithographic Division
Freshman Dance,
W e a n hnage." He contended' that
He
contended
that
Nixon'
a •woman it is merely a pleasant interlude between adolescence
Lounge, Mather"H*]l, 9:30 p.m. Such leadership lacks political "tougli talk' with Khrushche legiate contests.
insight.
•
.
The team of Robert Mitand housewifery. There is simply not room enough for both inea
SUNDAY
Elaborating the Democrat has brought nothing but .a <3e chell and Bruce Frier defeatBELMONT RECORD SHOP
and women in our overburdened colleges; therefore, in all fairChapel, Holy Cc-mmunion,
suspicion of a president con- teriorafion of American pres ed representative's^ of Southness, women who have far less need of a degree thin men, must
16S WASHINGTON ST.
HARTFORD 8:30 a.rn.
tige.
ern Connecticut State TeachChapel, Morning Prayer tnd
yield their places.
Hi-Fidelity — Component Parts — Sales & Service
He then pointed out the ers College, while the duo of
Sermofi by the Chaplain, 11 United Nations. >
Well sir, when I heard this drastic proposal, I was so shocked
'•: C
We Specialize in Hard to Get Records
a.m..
The group, although non- lack of conviction in the pres- John Churchman and Robert
W that I sat right down and lit a Marlboro. I always sit rigM down
Chapel, College Vespers, partisan, >was formed as the ent administration. He. used Schwartz lost to anotnei Stats
Open Evenings till 10
Phone CH 9-0414 <>r CH 9-0456
|
and light a Marlboro when I am shocked. I also always sit right
Presentation of Brownell Club result of speeches by Senator the Hungarian and East Ger- team.
Trinity registered a double
flag for friendship Chapel, Kennedy and Representative man revolts as examples of
f) down and light a Marlboro when^I am not shocked. There"is
the administrations failure to victory over Central Connecti.
5
p.m.
Bowles
who
called
upon
the
jft no time, no condition, no mood, no estate when it isn't a, source
academic community to con- support the cause of freedom. cut College at New Britain
of soul-deep gratification to settle back and have a full-flavored
Students Organize tribute
Oct. 25. Winning debaters
its talents to aid unJack Snitched
were Scott Gregory, Daniel,
smoke—Marlboro, the filtered cigarette with the u&filtered taste
derdeveloped
countries.
Dr.
Preston,
final
negative
For Foreign Aid
;
—Marlboro, the jewel of cigarettes—Marlboro, the pinnacle of
Tihe ACWR urge's people to speaker, stated that he Ken- Tuft, Anthony Rodgtrs and
Programs to send youhg,
Linskill Ehart. ,
'
the tobacconist's art—Marlboro, my comfort, haven, and snug
capable teachers, doctors, en- write the candidates to show nedy foreign policy was full
support
for
these
programs.
gineers
ind
others
to
developr
harbor.
.
ing cauntries that ask for The ACWR is also interested
j •
Well sir, I sat smoking my Marlboro and thin king over the
.American
assistance were pro- in increasing its membership.
,!?• '*' shocking proposal to keep women out of coed schools, and hoping
Students interested in 'joinposed by a group of undergrad1
1
fervently that another solution can be found. If the Calamitous
uate and graduate students at ing the group should write to
the organization at 1418 Edge|:
day ever comes when women are banned from coed colleges, I
the University of. Michigan.
ii ;< will gnashiny teeth and rend ftiy garments and take to my bed
Tfe group, whiah ndw has wood Ave.,.Ann Arbor, Mich.
members throughout the U. S.
j "* without supper. Like any other Marlboro man, I love women.
1
is called Americsins Commit- YOUNG AMERICANS
I love the sight and sound of them, the cut of their jibs, their
ted to World Responsibih'ty. It FOB FREEDOM
beauty and grace, their cunning little spi'tcuris, their sleek
A new group'called' Young
is urging the U. S. Governi V;. dimples, their middy blouses, their aura and effluvium. Morement to expand its Foreign Americans For Freedom, "ded• over, I freely admit that when it comes to brainpower, they can
Service And increase the In- icated to the political realizaternational Civil Service of the tion of Conservative princij,givfe the average man cards and spadearand big casino toe. It
ples1," hopes to establish chap
,'•0 would be » shame, ft disgrace and a catastrophe to k«ep these
SONUS
ters on college campuses
'•
beautiful, intelligent creatures out of college.
across the country..
However, it is always wise in time of fair weather to prepare
THESE JUMBO SIZE LOBSTERS
Robert M. Sohuchman, a
ft
for foul. What if the advocates of keeping women out of college
student at Yale Law School
(all well over 2 lbs.)
'*'•* begjn to gather strength* We who abhor tMs fiendish plan Jnust
and chairman of the group
will satisfy even the healthiest appetite
has said recently that the
be ready with a substitute . . .and it just so happens I have
Take your choice of either one of these delicious
trend on campuses today is
one—and a mighty ingenious little plan it is, if I say so inyself.
Lobster recipes and you will agree that
toward
Conservatism.
.
.
i; 7
" Granted that classroom seats are in short supply, &nd granted
Red Coach Live Lobsters
Barrie
Ltd.,
Creators
of
Authentic
Collegiate
Feotwfear,
i
that men need degrees more than-women, it is still not necessary
are
indeed the King of Seafoods
m'
to bar women from college. Let. them go to college but—here is
Offers Our Entire Stock, Including Shell Cordovans, ImHi,' the beauty part of my plan— don't let them go to class!
ported Grains. Genuine Calfskins, and Hand^Setori Mocca-
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Atheneum Society Debates
On Presidential Election

HARVEY & LEWIS

CLAPP & TREAT,
Inc.

Debaters Win

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!

BARRIE LTD.
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sins 'to Students ait Fifteen Percent Off Our Regular
Prices. Moccasins — §14.95 up. Shoes -—$18.95 up.

Scholar dollars
travel farther
with SHERATON
HOTELS
STUDENT-'
FACULTY
DISCOUNTS

j

if you arc style-conscious and economy-minded, you'll
#ont t© fill your shoe needs new.
This Shident Offer Expires Saturday November 26th.
Next To
Henry Miller Co.
Near The
1
Telephone Co.
Building

Trumbull St.
JA 5-6261
Hartford
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This solution, it seen*
At the same time,
varied beuefits of ca
at the Union, b i l d

oi the rich and
ities, shoot pool
. sculpt
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, hook rugs, *
iarfwrt, they ca
Tell the truth, girls: Is that

SaVfe on the fcoin%
of going places at
Sheraton Hotels.
Your Sheraton card gfete
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on singles and £reater savings
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Not Valid After Saturday Novembsr^, I960
Barrie Lid., 22 Trumbull St., Hartford
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MR. PAT GREEN
College Relation* Oept.
Sheraton Corporation
470 Atlantic AYenus
Bottan id, Mass.

Red Coach Dressing — Drawn Butter

Baked Mtuf^d

SubscrihB Now
at Half Price*
You con read this world-famous
daily newspaper for the next Six
months for $5, just half the
rfegular subscription rote.
Set top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference Work.
.. :
Send your Order toddy. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.
The Christian Science Monitor
P-CN
One N6rway St., Boston 15, Mass.
S*od your newspaper for the time
checked.
.
Q 6 months $5 Q l yeor $10
n College Student Q Faculty Merifcer
Name
Address

City

Zone

. Stdte- •

sjscial offer aiailabls ONLY tn allege
faculty numbers. 2nd caUon iiSaxitt,

Lobster stuffed with diced lobster and shrimp

and our

Chunks of Fresh Lobster, Peppers, Mushrooms
Sherry Wine
t
TOSSED CHEF SALAD AND DRESSING
CHOICE OF POTATO
ASSORTED ROLLS AND BUTTER

Uct> (foach 6n\\
Rt. 15 - Berlin Turnpike - Wethersfield
Just 4 miles South of Hartford
Telephone Jackson 9-5779
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Freshman Bantams Defeated By Amkerst 26-8;
McPhee Suffers First Defeat In Two Years

the that this was definitely a verv
Nov. 5
The outmanned .version attempt, making
: successful season,
finishi :»
by STEVE PERREAULT
score,
14-8.
Trinity freshmen were dumped
NOV. 1 — Darkness was
But the Jeffs iced the game \ with 3-1-1. However, lv> thin1;'?
from
the
ranks
of
the
undeNOV. 5—The undefeated
quickly descending Over tfie
feated" by • Amiherst in their up at the start of toe finali they had the potential for a
field as QED's Tom Watt Amherst f r e s h m e n soccer final game of the season, 26-8. period. A blocked punt at mid- better one. Their inconsistency
team
defeated
t
h
e
Trinity
dropped back to punt with secMissed tackles and the in- field set them up for a 34-yard w g s toe m a j O r c a u s e o £ t h e i " r
freshmen 7-2 today at the Amonds left in the game.
.
.
experience
of the defensive touchdown pass from Chuck,
The ball arched high and herst field. Six different men secondary were the major Lewis to Bob SantonellL A ^ h o r t c o m t n ~ s - T h c > 3 l l s t d l d n *
deep. It was caught in the were credited with goals for causes of defeat. Second-half few minutes later, John North j seem to jell m any one game,
Deke end zone by their star the Jeffs, while Jack Gordon injuries to Zig Pabich and bucked over from the 1-yard j There is definitely some
back Chris Gilson. He hesita- and Peter Melrose scored one spark-plug Larry Silver also line, makingg the score 26-8.
| varsitv material on this squad.
. . .
ted. All of the' QED players each for Trinity.
Th score "was not iindica-|
d i | Coach' IVicFhee
choked the Blue and Gold at- The
the
Both regular Trinity goalies, tack.
thinking the game was over
live of the nature of the game, ii "
paid little notice to Gilson, Peter Hodges and Mike AnderLi
l
!i
Line play on both sides was!interior linemen, halfback Bill
The first quarter , ended
,
who Walked through them un- son, were unable to take their
very
intense.
Larry Silver, | Campbell, and
quarterback
accustomed
positions
in
the
scoreless.
It
was
marked
by
Zig Pabich
touched. .
- a n d Gerry Dcnault.rjou? Drynan may he of parpunts, fumbles, and vicious I
He proceeded to scamper the nets due to recent injuries.
iplayed very fine games. B i l l ' t i c u l a
~scrvicc_
^
o f
length of the field for a touch- This weakened the normally tackling.
I Campbell ..,
and Doug Drynan
,
,,TT . ,
.
In
the
second
quarter.
thel
t
S
l
l
v
e
r
h
e
s
a
y
s
H
e
!
s
b
v
tight
Trinity
defense
-which
down. Deke claimed that the
P
c
•nsive attack. !
>
'
- far
Lord
Jeffs
scored
on
a
49-yard
j
^
,
]
™
,
r
had
previously
recorded
two
TD was valid and that they
There was no denying that!the best linebacker I have
should be credited with a 12-6 shutouts and had. gi.ver> up an pass from Chuck Lewis t o | 6. h e t e a m l a e we
John
North.
The
"
t
^
o
i
n
t
I
P ^ f "> h^ t h e >' i h a d -"
victory. QED says that the average of just over one goal
er UPa nSt Sllghtlybet
h
/
-i
,
. conversion was S u c c e s S f U i ; g itve r- ^ t e a !m T h^e
t
touchdown
Should not be per game.
ing
them
an
8-0
first-ihalf
lead,
i
>'
Reserved
a
bet-1
The
score
by
quarters:
allowed and that, therefore,
Coach Shults was philosophTo open the third period,j t e r &te t n a n a 26-S defeat.
(Trinity freshmen 0 0 8 0—8
-Iio game end as a 6-6 tie.
ical about the outcome of the
Coach Chet McPhee feels j Amherst freshmen OSI
Ordinarily a situation such game." He said that Amherst Amherst launched an 87-yard
as this would not gain much Io6ked like the 'better ball club march, capped by Bob Santoj attention, but in this case on this particular day. He nelli's 1-yard plunge.
But the Bantams came roarwhichever
team wins the noted, however, that tne gams
SLOSSilRG'S
64-yard
p
y
argument also wins the Ameri- was closer than its score in- ing back. An inspired
can League championship. A dicated. The final three Jeff drive, sparked by Doug DryOverstock Clash Sale
I decision as to whether the goals were scored in the clos- nan's passes and runs moved
Who stands on his head and
.score will be allowed, dis- irig minutes of the ball game Trin • within .striking distance. © SUITS
After Drynan scored from the
allowed, or the game replayed
« TOPCOATS
bends over backward for
The
freshmen
piay
their
3-yard line, he threw a pass
is expected to be made soon
S SFOKT JACKETS
sixth
and
final
game
at
Wesyour POMG?
to
Bill
Campbell
on
the
con'Photo Credit Fred Dole)
by the athletic department.
leyan on. Nov. 11. Coa'.h Shults
© SLACKS
The controversy c e n t e r s is optimistic that thj freshm SHIRTS
around the referee and whether men will end their season with leyan in this important game.
Who gives 3 years Free
'
a TIES
or not he actually blew the a 4-2 record by defeating WesNOV. 2—The freshmnn soc
Service on POMG watches?
ball dead when Gilson hesicer team made it two victories
2G%.33*A%
OFF
What Jeweler give you the
tated in the end zone thereby
in a. row today with a 2-1 win
ending the game.
freshman Bantam team are over Williams at the Trinity
Red Carpet Treatment,
Sfossberg's inc.
IM Scoring slants — TX the league-leaders in their re- field. One goal.each/oy John
CAMPUS SHOP
scored just 9 points to their spective i divisions—both have Gordon and Buzz Tomkins
H there is any doubt to
opponents 19 while compiling perfect 4-0 records.
provided the hard-fighting bail
At The Foot of
these answers, ask the guy
pressed the crowd with his a fine 5-2 record. They won Intramural Tennis Standings club -with enough offensive
Fraternity Bow
three
games
by
f
o
r
f
e
i
t
.
.
.
All
power
to
record
their
third
next to you!
all-around hustle, while. goalie
National League
Dick Schectman, though in- National League games were Bantams
4-0 win of the year against only 1317 Broad St. Open Eve.
. Delta Phi had the AXP
jured midway through the shutouts
4-1 one loss.
second quarter, came back to undesirable distinction of yield- Jaguars
2-1 Williams took a total of 29
ing the most points—101 . . .
play brilliantly in the nets.
3-2 shots at the Trinity goal, bui
Psi U.
Total
scoring
in
the
American
It proved to be the Bantams
3-3 the alert Bantam defLnse, led
Sigma NU
FOLKLORE PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS
League
neariy
doubled
that
in
third setback . of the year
1-3 by goalie Peter Hodges, allowTheta
Xi
against five wins. Next Friday the National League.
0-3 ed only one Eph tally.
Neds
with the assistance of Ihs Trinity Folksingtrs
Intramural Football Final Phi Psi
they take on rival Wesleyan
0-41 This" was the closest game
.
Standings
at home to round out their
of the year for the freshmen
American League
America's Mast Popular FblJTSmgers
National League
schedule.
The Ephmen threatened to
St.
A.
•
4-0
P F PA A. D.
4-1 the end to score the tallies
6-0-1
66Sigma Nu
TIIXEY ABROAD
Delta Phi
5-2 which would overcome Trin5-0-2
73
AXP
Brownwell
4-2 ity's two first period goals
Evan T i 11 e y, '61 former
5-2
9
Coach Robert Shults called
QED
3-4
president of the International Theta Xi
CONCI
4-2-1
50
Pi K. A.
2-3 this the best game of the year
Relations Club, is spending a Psi U.
"FolkSongs I
2-4
Bantams
0
Jarvis
0-5 for the Trinity hooters and
year abroad at the University
2-5
Around
I
Jaguars
3
Deke
0-5 gave m u c h
well-deserved
of. Vienna. 0-5
Phi Psi
0
TheWorW
I
Phi
Psi
0-4
praise
to
both
teams.
Ninety-four college students Neds
0-6
0
from the U.S. are studying at
American
League
Sun., Nov. 13, 3 p.m. of
the university. They live with
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS
0
6-0
86
Austrian families and study *QED
24
*Deke
5
*
1
59
159 High St., Hartford
$1.75
courses conducted in English
St. A
5-2
92
13
and German.
Pi K. A.
3-2-2
54
38
Special Student r a t e — $2.05 admission [regular
• • * • * •
>
• .
The program is under the A. D. Phi
3-3-1
27
27
$2.75) if purchased in advance from TRINITY FOLKauspices of the Institute of Brownwell
MUSIC BY THE
32'
99
3-4
European Studies,, a non-profit Jarvis
0
61
STARLFTES
OF
SPRINGFIELD
SINGERS,
Box 988 Trinity College, Hartford 6. Conn.
1-6
organization specializing . in D. Phi
13 101
0-7
Every Thurs., Fri. and Sat. Nite
overseas education for AmerPhone CH 9-2375
*resords do not include disican college students.
puted QED-Deke game.
• • • • : * • ' . - • .'•.
Send stamped,' addressed snvejope and make check
The Institute, founded in
NOV. 5—As things now
CHARLES RESTAURANT
1950, also conducts a spring stand in intramural tennis
payable to Folklore Production
semester program for stu- competition St. A's and the
52 Park St. Hartford
dents who do not have sufficient funds to spend a year
Brookside Barber Shop
in Europe . ,
•

Fourth Period Wins
For Unbeaten Amherst
NOV. 4—Unbeaten Amherst
tallied a late fourth period
goal to nip a frustrated Bantam Eleven 3-2 here today.
A large homecoming gathering was treated to a xoughly
contested game between two
well matched teams.
Early Score!)
The Lord Jeffs initially
ibroke into the scoring column
when center halfback Bill
Strong pummeled ar> outside

shot over the head of goalie
Schectman.
Minutes later Bantam right
wing Janos Karvazy lied the
score as he dazzled the crowd
with a low liner into the lower
left hand corner of the visitors
net.
•

The tie stood up until forward Robin Mahar of the Lord
Jeffs stole the ball m front
of " the Trinity goal and put
his team ahead.
The third q u a r t e r was
marked by brilliant defensive
play on the part of'both sides.
TRINITY SIX FOOT1R5 Ilhi Synn, however, put the
Bantams back in the • game
WOOL MUFFLERS
with an accurate shot past the
prone Amherst goalie.
-(
$4.50 end $5.50
This set the stage for the
d e c i s i v e blow. Inside Jim
Matching Mittens $ 1.95 Noyes then grabbed a rebound
with less then, three minutes
the final p e r i o d and
Trinity College inrammed
in the winning score.
A
strong
effort by the AmBookstore
herst goalie turned back many
Bantam opportunities to go
ahead.
Capt. Alex Guild was twoTHE TIE CENTER
timed . and throttled • for only
93 Pratt Street
the second time this year. H t
still played a stellar- role in
Ties for all occasions
the Dathmen's offensive atBest Selections
AH ties from
tack.
.
$1.00 to $1.50
Halfback Ben Hubby im-

Two Expert Barber*
S.

and Joseph Mian©

Friendly Service
422 New Britain Avenue

OUR ViYELLA SHIRTS
AE ARRIVED.
i
Have Arrived Featuring,
Authentic Ancient Scottish Tartans

YOU MAY RECEIVE A LIFE-SIZED,
AUTOGRAPHED PORTRAIT OF
YOU ACT NOW!
Hurry! Rush out now and buy a pack of Luckies! Smoke ,
them quickly! Send the empty pack to Dr. Frood. If you
do it now—Frood guarantees not to send you this photo.

fflwtt,
115 asglum street

789 Park St.

themostinDRYCLEiiW
Same day service on
DRY CLEANING
S?

Mon - Sat., 9-2

For your convenience,
Tommy's Barber Shop
no features a Student's
Nook, possibly the only one
in Hartford Now you can
do your writing, reading
and studying in complete
privacy while waiting your
turn. Furnished with chair,
desk, pencils, writing paper,
dictionary, etc. Try' it at

ADLERS, IN WHITE AND COLORS, FOR MEN AND WOMEN, AVAILABLE
Q. FOX & CO.

Tommy's
Barber Shop
105 New Britain Ave.
fNear Broad Street)
1 Biin. from Field House

THIS IS NO IDLE THREAT! Dr. Frood portraits will be mailed at random beginning November 15.
Only students who send us empty Lucky packs will be safe! TAKE NO CHANCES! Mail those
empty packs today. Send them, with your name and address, to Dr. Frood, Box 2990, Grand Central
Station, New York 17, New York.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
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